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OIL ACTIVITY 
 

Statistical Information 

 
Tax Allocations (in Millions) 

 

 

 

Biennium 
to Date 

Feb 29, 2016 

Political subs $  180.4 

Tribes 77.1 

Legacy fund 281.5 

General fund 200.0 

Education funds 87.4 

Resources trust fund 84.0 

Oil and gas impact fund 23.1 

Tax relief fund 61.3 

Other allocations 20.5 

Total $1,015.3 

  Jan 
2016 

Dec 
2015 

Nov 
2015 

Actual average 
price per barrel 

$24.07 $29.95 $36.20 

Production 
(barrels/day) 1,122,100 1,152,696 1,181,787 

Drilling permits 78 95 125 

Producing 
wells 

13,129 13,128 13,100 

Rig count 52 64 64 

 Moody’s Analytics, in its February 2016 
Précis, concluded that “the weight of the historic 
drop in oil prices has finally pulled North Dakota 
into a full-blown recession.” Noting that North 
Dakota’s oil boom has come to an end, Moody’s 
predicts that the state will underperform the 
nation for the next several years but should “re-
emerge from the recession by the end of 2016” 
when oil prices return to more profitable levels. 
 Drilling activity has fallen to 2009 levels 
resulting in job losses that could not readily be 
absorbed in other economies. While the state’s 
three metro areas experienced a net increase of 
3,500 jobs in 2015 the rest of the state lost over 
22,000 jobs in the same time period. Moody’s 
indicates that the labor force appears to have 
stopped shrinking and average hourly earnings 
are beginning to accelerate. Moody’s predicts 
that “metro areas will take on greater importance 
in the outlook as they welcome more displaced 
oil field workers.” 
 Moody’s notes that housing prices continue 
to increase but at “a slower than average pace” 

in nine years, causing homebuilding numbers to 
fall to a six-year low. Moody’s predicts that 
commercial construction should “hold up 
relatively well” during the downturn in oil prices 
and may even have a chance to catch-up. 
However, if oil prices remain materially below $40 
per barrel into the second half of 2016, 
construction could fall off more sharply along with 
overall job growth. 
 The outlook for agriculture indicates that a 
strong dollar, weak foreign demand, and ample 
supplies will result in low farm income for at least 
another year. Moody’s predicts that most North 
Dakota farmers can “weather the storm because 
current weakness comes after several of the most 
prosperous years on record.” However, Moody’s 
does note that manufacturing and many other 
agriculture-related industries could have “a rough 
go of it” into at least 2017. 
 Moody’s February 2016 Précis includes the 
following economic indicators: 

Indicator: 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Gross state product (C09$ bil) 45.4 48.2 50.0 51.6 54.8 57.4 

Total employment (ths) 444 462 462 456 462 470 

Unemployment rate 2.9% 2.7% 2.9% 2.7% 2.5% 2.5% 

Personal income growth 1.3% 4.8% (2.0%) 0.9% 5.9% 7.2% 

Population (ths) 724 740 757 765 772 779 

Single-family permits  3,899 4,531 1,990 2,693 3,634 4,330 

FHFA house price (1980Q1=100) 307 330 349 352 352 352 
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Caption describing picture or graphic. 
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VARIANCES (compared to 
January 2016 revised forecast) 
 

February 2016 revenues totaled 
$140.3 million, which is $5.1 
million, or 3.5 percent below 
forecast. Biennium-to-date 
revenues of $1.99 billion are 
$6.5 million, or .3 percent, less 
than projected. When transfers 
from the tax relief fund are 
excluded, 2015-17 revenues to 
date are tracking 18.5 percent 
behind the same time period in 
the 2013-15 biennium. 
Significant monthly variances 
are as follows:  

 Sales tax collections of 
$75.5 million were $34.8 
million, or 31.5 percent, less 
than anticipated for the 
month due in large part to 
low oil prices and reduced rig 
counts. Additionally, as oil 
company operations become 
more efficient, the need for 
taxable goods and services 
decreases. Biennium-to-date 
revenues are 5.1 percent 
below forecast.  

 Individual income tax 
collections totaling $26.6 
million exceeded the monthly 
projection by $19.1 million, 
or 254.9 percent due to a 

strong start to the filing 
season and strong estimated 
payments. Biennium to date 
collections of $215.1 million 
are $17.9 million, or 9.1 
percent, above the forecast. 
Tax rate reductions and 
above average set-aside for 
refund reserves resulted in 
collections that were 29.7 
percent lower than the same 
eight-month period in the 
2013-15 biennium. 

 Insurance premium tax 
collections totaling $18.3 
million exceeded the monthly 
projection by $8.5 million, or 
86.1 percent, as a result of 
timing differences in the 
receipt of estimated premium 
payments. Collections for the 
current biennium-to-date 
total $36.2 million, which is 
$8.6 million, or 31.0 percent, 
higher than anticipated. 

 Oil and gas taxes 
collections reached $200.0 
million in January—the first 
tier of the biennial cap. The 
state share will be deposited 
in the tax relief fund until that 
fund reaches its cap of 
$300.0 million, after which 
the general fund will receive 
an additional $100.0 million.  


